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It speaks well for the loyalty Barnardo's Homes inspire
in their proteges that some 11,000 "old boys" voluntarily
responded to the Call of Empire during the Great War,
casting their lives into the jaws of death, in defence of
hearth and home.1 It is suggestive, too, that over half of
them enlisted, not on English, but on Canadian soil, thus
proving their title as real "ambassadors of the Common-
wealth of Free Nations"; and so valiant was their endeavour
that among them were men cited for every distinction, from
the Victoria Cross down.
Equally creditable is the record of Barnardo's boys upon
the Seven Seas. Both the Royal Navy and the Mercantile
Marine boast large numbers of "old boys", not a few of
them officers, some even commanders. But whether officers
or plain "Jack Tars", their Barnardo training has helped
them to present their worthy quota towards Britain's high
reputation for chivalry at sea.
Not least important in Dr. Barnardo's scheme was the
manner in which he, like his Master, dignified the humbler
crafts. To-day his Homes can point to all the skilled trades,
and there too, as a result of training in the Homes, are a
regiment of Barnardo boys, masters of their craft, happy
in their work, vigorous, respected citizens.
Nothing, however, speaks more eloquently of the spirit
of this work than the support of "old boys and girls".
Yearly, from Canada alone, to say nothing of Great Britain
and other quarters of the Empire, former wards pour into
the Barnardo treasury thousands of dollars; * and whether
the gift be $i from a girl who has just received her "first
pay", or $100 as a Christmas remembrance from a "boy53
ten years married, who writes to tell of the purchase of his
"own farm", and send photographs of his wife and children,
almost always there is expressed the desire that the enclosed
1 This number is quite exclusive of the "Marchmont" boys, though the March-
mont Homes are now incorporated in Dr. Barnardo's Homes.
* Last year's contributions from old boys and girls in Canada alone was nearly
$4,000.

